
 

 

Life at 
Brentnalls SA 

 

We want you to be part of our future.  

We understand you want to go places. So do we! 

Undergraduate Program 



 

 

Who we are 
 

Brentnalls SA is proudly South Australian. Operating for over 
21 years, we have connections nationally via a network of  
affiliations. At our core is our people, a team of eight partners, 
two principals, five associates and two consultants making up a 
team of over eighty dedicated staff. A group which has more 
than tripled in size in the last fifteen years.   
 

We offer services to our clients within these areas: 
• Accounting and Tax 
• Business Advisory 
• Wealth creation and preservation 
• Succession and retirement planning 
• Self-Managed Superannuation Funds 

 

We specialise in the following industries: 
• Agribusiness Services 
• Construction, Building and Allied Services 
• Medical and Allied Health Services 

 

At Brentnalls SA, we understand the importance of supporting 
our young people by providing them opportunities to grow 
within a  progressive, technical and people-smart accounting 
practice. 
 

Care is fundamental to our vision and is at the core of our  
culture. We care about our people, and we want our people to 
have real opportunities to grow and make positive  
contributions. 
 

The career pathway 
 

The career framework at Brentnalls SA clearly steps out the  
expectations at each career stage and how your contribution 
will be assessed. We support you along the journey by: 

• Identifying the competency required to be successful 
and in doing so any strengths and areas to improve. 

• Providing a tool to help you plan and manage you  
career. 

• Providing a consistent framework that is aligned with  
remuneration & reward and learning & development. 

 

Our purpose 
 

Our clients’ first choice as their professional, financial and  
management advisor to solve their problems and achieve their  
business and personal goals. 
 

Our values 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

I started working at Brentnalls SA in 2017 as a undergraduate accountant whilst studying  
part time at the University of South Australia. Since then I have graduated and  

progressed to supervisor. I love working at Brentnalls SA. It has been a great career  
experience with plenty of opportunities. It has a supportive culture which means  

everyone is willing to help out. 

Georgia Lang, Supervisor 

Client First Can Do Attitude 

• By being proactive 
• Creates a solution 
• Achieves a great outcome 
• Delivers value 
• Who treats the client/

business as if it was their 
own 

• Has a growth mindset 
• Nothing will be a challenge 

but rather an opportunity 
• Strives for excellence and is 

never satisfied 
• Works well in a team 
• Everything they do, they do 

with a sense of urgency 

Openness & Integrity High Performing 

• Operates with honesty 
• Displays accountability and a 

manner that instils trust 
• Responsible for own actions 

and results 

• Raises the bar to  
continually improving 

• Finds ways to increase  
efficiencies 

• Never satisfied with the 
status quo 

• Looks to improve and  
innovate 



 

 

About our people 
 

We bring people on board from diverse backgrounds. When you 
work with us we place our people within teams to maximise their 
potential. You will have opportunities to work across all practice 
areas. We focus on your skills and strengths to uncover ways to 
maximise your contribution to the team, which in turn helps us 
achieve our purpose. 
 

Our working environment is collaborative, and our emphasis is on 
teamwork and support. In joining us, you will be offered training, 
support and coaching to achieve your goals. Working with us we 
know its not just about the job you do. As you grow and develop 
professionally, so will your passions, and we encourage you to 
explore different opportunities. We will support you as you reach 
for your goals and shape your career and future. 
 

What we’re looking for 
 

Current undergraduates and Year 12 students looking to embark 
on a commerce, accounting, finance, economics or business-
related degree. All applicants must be residents of South  
Australia with Australian or NZ citizenship working rights and 
have the ability to travel to our Hindmarsh office. 
 

Our collaborative culture means you'll work in a team  
environment. Ideally you will be an enthusiastic team player with 
a can-do attitude, have a willingness to learn, are organised and 
disciplined. 
 

We are proud of our diverse workplace and want to continue 
building on that. We encourage first nations and people of all 
cultures to apply. 
 

Brentnalls SA supports various charities and community  
initiatives, so we value people who are enthusiastic about their 
lives outside of work and study. Applicants are encouraged to 
discuss any volunteer or community involvement initiatives in 
their application.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 What we offer 
 

Our people will have access to various programs and initiatives, 
such as study leave assistance and flexible working to fit with your 
level of university commitments.  
 

Our modern, well-appointed office is located in Hindmarsh, just  
outside the CBD and within easy distance to many university  
campuses. 
  

 

 
Personal Wellbeing Financial Wellbeing 

• Employee Assistance  
Program 

• Inclusion and diversity  
initiatives  

• Mental health support and 
awareness 

• Flu vaccinations 
• Daily fruit 

• Personal tax assistance 
• Salary continuance  

insurance 
• Life insurance  
• Salary sacrifice 
• Client referral bonus 
• Employee referral bonus 

Work Life Social Wellbeing 

• Flexible teams and working 
options 

• Study leave  

• Bi-Annual Team Building 
Day 

• Active social club with  
regular social events 

• Morning teas 
• Monthly social get togethers 
• Team lunches 

Recognition Career 

• Employee recognition  
program and prize  

• Regular informal one on one 
catch ups and formal  
performance reviews 

• Career progression pathways 

• Established career  
framework and pathway 

• Fully funded Chartered  
Accountant Program 

• Subsidised training  
opportunities 

• Internal training  
opportunities 

I began working at Brentnalls SA in January 2017 as an undergraduate accountant. 
 

During my time at Brentnalls SA, I have been constantly supported and challenged by 
each manager and mentor; they played a significant role in shaping my professional 
development and progression with the firm; recently, I was appointed an associate. 

Wade Crane, Associate 



 

 

 
Our partners 
Matthew Holden 
Rick Albertini 
Sharon Lloyd  
Shali Manolev 
Gavin Mitchell 
Sally Storey  
Christina Gulliver 
Bradley Barnes 
 

 

Our principals 
Nadine Hill  
Danny Haydon 
 

Our associates 
Leanne Schuppan 
Sarah Hall 
Wade Crane 
Matthew Merrett 
Shannon Sims 
 

 

Our consultants 
Craig Farrow 
John Crouch 
 

Our practice manager 
Amalia Caporella  
 

Our head of people & culture 
Lisa Mazzagatti 

 

Brentnalls SA 
ABN 74 705 292 014 
 

E: admin@brentnalls-sa.com.au 
W: www.brentnalls-sa.com.au 
T: +61 8 8241 8444 

255 Port Road 
Hindmarsh SA 5007 
 

PO Box 338 
Welland SA 5007 

Acknowledgement of Country 
In the spirit of reconciliation Brentnalls SA acknowledges the Traditional Custodians and Elders of this nation and the connections to 
land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past and present and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people.   

I joined Brentnalls SA as a junior accountant in July 2017 while I was studying a Bachelor 
of Commerce (Accounting) at the University of South Australia.  

Being part of the Brentnalls SA team has helped me develop my skills as an accountant and 
also enabled me to develop relationships with both my colleagues and clients. 

Ryan Buiatti, Supervisor 


